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ABSTRACT 

An important issue that arises in the automation of many large-scale surveillance and reconnaissance tasks 
is that of tracking the movements of (or maintaining passive contact with) objects navigating in a bounded area 
of interest. Oftentimes in these problems, the area to be monitored will move over time or will not permit fixed 
sensors, thus requiring a team of mobile sensors - or robots - to monitor the area collectively. In these situations, 
the robots must not only have mechanisms for determining how to track objects and how to fuse information from 
neighboring robots, but they must also have distributed control strategies for ensuring that the entire area of 
interest is continually covered to the greatest extent possible. This paper focuses on the distributed control issue 
by describing a proposed decentralized control mechanism that allows a team of robots to collectively track and 
monitor objects in an uncluttered area of interest. The approach is based upon an extension to the ALLIANCE 
behavior-based architecture that generalizes from the domain of loosely-coupled, independent applications to the 
domain of strongly cooperative applications, in which the action selection of a robot is dependent upon tlie actions 
selected by its teammates. We conclude the paper by describing our ongoing implementation of the proposed 
approach on a team of four mobile robots. 

Keywords: multiple object tracking, mobile sensors, distributed control, sensor coverage, multi-robot systems, 
behavior-based systems 

1 INTRODUCTION 

An important issue that arises in the automation of many large-scale surveillance and reconnaissance tasks 
is that of tracking the movements of (or maintaining passive contact with) objects navigating in a bounded 
area of interest. One approach to this problem is to fix a group of sensors at pre-specified locations, and fuse 
the information obtained from each of the sensors into a coherent whole. However, oftentimes the area to be 
monitored will move over time or will not permit fixed sensors, thus requiring a team of mobile sensors - or 
robots - to monitor the area collectively. In these situations, the robots must not oniy have mechanisms for 
determining how to track objects and how to fuse information from neighboring robots, but they must also have 
distributed control strategies for ensuring that the entire area of interest is continually covered to the greatest 
extent possible. Of course, many variations of this dynamic, distributed sensory coverage problem are possible. 
For example, the relative numbers and speeds of the robots and the objects to be tracked can vary, the availability 
of communication can vary (such as limited-distance, point-to-point , broadcast, or not available), the robots can 
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differ in their sensing and movement capabilities, and SO forth. 

Much of the previous work in distributed sensory coverage problems falls into the category of the art gallery 
theorems. which typically describe centralized approaches to the placement of sensors and make a number of 
simplifying assumptions, such as the use of fixed sensory locations or sensory patrol paths, the use of ideal (noise- 
free and infinite range) sensors, and the availability of enough sensors to cover the entire area of interest. However. 
when an object begins to go out of range of a robot, the problem we are addressing here requires the robots t.o 
dynamically shift their locations so that as many objects as possible remain under surveillance. This can be quite 
a complex control problem. 

Clearly, this research topic incorporates many subproblems, including the physical tracking of objects (e.6. 
using vision, sonar, In, or laserrange), prediction of object movements, multi-sensor fusion, distributed navigation, 
multi-robot communication, selection of target to track, achieving adequate collective terrain coverage, aiid so 
forth. T~AUS, to focus initial efforts in this problem, we concentrate first on the aspects of distributed control, 
developing distributed mechanisms that allow teams of robots to dynamically shift their monitoring locations so 
that the group as a whole maintains sensor contact with the objects within an uncluttered, bomidetl area. 

We also emphasize that although the cooperative sensing and tracking application is interesting in its own right., 
this application domain was selected for the additional purpose bf serving as a testbed for developiiig generalized 
approaches for the control of cooperative teams. The cooperative tracking problem is attractive for this purpose 
for a number of reasons. First, it requires a strongly cooperative solution3 to achieve the goal, meaning intuitively 
that the robots must act in concert to achieve the goal, and that the task is not trivially serializable. This makes 
the cooperative control problem much more challenging than a weakly cooperative approach. Additionally, it offers 
an excellent domain for the comparison of different control strategies, such as centralized versus distributed control 
approaches. Finally, it allows us to explore the extension of the ALLIANCE cooperative control arcliitecture,3~"' 
which we previously developed for the domain of loosely-coupled, independent tasks, to the domain of strongly 
cooperative applications. 

In this paper, we describe a mechanism €or achieving distributed cooperative control in the tracking application 
domain. Section 2 defines the tracking problem of interest in this paper, and is followed by a brief discussion 
of related work in this area. We then describe our overall approach in section 4, beginning with a review of 
the ALLIANCE architecture, followed by a discussion of the subcomponents of our behavior-based approach 
to cooperative tracking. Section 5 describes the ongoing implementation of our proposed approach on both n 
simulated and a physical robot team of four Nomad robots. Finally, we offer concluding remarks in section 6, as 
well as directions of future research. 

2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

The cooperative tracking problem is defined as follows. Given a two-dimensional, convex polyhedral spatial 
region S, a team of robots R, and a set of objects 0 whose membership is not known in advance by the robot 
team R, the goal of the robots is to collectively track the paths of objects in 0 as they travel through S to the 
fullest extent possible. A secondary goal is to collectively maximize sensory coverage over as large an area in S 
as possible and to minimize redundant tracking. To reduce the complexity of the problem initially, we assume 
that no obstacles are in S except for members of R and 0. 

Further, let sensor-coverage(rj) return the area visible to robot p i ' s  tracking sensors, for ri E Z. Then we 
assume that, in general, U,i~a~ensor_coverage(rj)  S. That is, the maximum area covered by the tracking 
sensors of the robot team can be much less than the total area to be monitored. This implies that fixed robot 
sensing locations or sensing paths will not be adequate in general, and that, instead, the robots must move 
dynamically as objects appear in order to maintain tracking contact with them and to maximize the coverage of 



the area S 

We further assume the following: 

e The robots have a broadcast communication mechanism that allows them to talk with each otlier w i t h  n 
given communication range. 

The tracking sensor on each robot is directional, and can only be used to track one object at a time. 
Further, the directional movement of the tracking sensor can be controlled independently from the direc.tion 
of movement of the robot. 

0 For all ri E ‘72 and for all oj E 0, maz-v(r;)  > maz-v(oj) ,  where maz-v(a) returns the maximum velocity 
of entity a. 

The robot team members are able to derive or directly access position information on relative locations of 
nearby objects and robots. 

3 RELATED WORK 

Although this author is unaware of previous research directly addressing the autonomous, decentralized, 
dynamic motion coordination of multiple mobile robots operating in an area that is large relative to the sensory 
coverage of the robots, much research related to the topic of distributed tracking has been developed. A full 
review of this work, however, is beyond the scope of this paper; instead, we will mention a few articles that. are 
most closely related to the topic of this paper. 

Several authors have looked at the static placement of sensors for object tracking in known polygonal environ- 
ments. Many of these approaches use variations on the art gallery theorems,* addressing many problems related 
to polygon visibility. The general art gallery problem is to determine the minimum number of guards required to 
ensure the visibility of an interior polygonal area. Variations on the problem include fixed point guards or mobile 
guards, which can patrol a line segment within the polygon. For example, Brigs* uses art gallery theorems in 
the development of algorithms for planning the set of placements from which a sensor can monitor a region within 
a task environment. Her approach uses weak visibilify as a model for detectability, in which all points in the area 
to be monitored are visible from at least one point in the sensor placement region. Her work does not address 
the dynamic cooperative object tracking addressed in this paper. 

Everett et  aP have developed a coordinated multiple security robot control system for warehouse surveillance 
and inventory assessment. The system includes is semi-autonomous, utilizing autonomous navigation with human 
supervisory control when needed. They propose a hybrid navigational scheme which encourages the use of known 
“virtual paths” when possible. Wesson et allZ describe a distributed artificial intelligence approach to situation 
assessment in an automated distributed sensor network, focusing on the issues of knowledge fusion. Durfee e t  UP 
describe a distributed sensor approach to object tracking using fixed sensory locations. 

4 APPROACH 

As noted earlier, there are many challenging research issues that must be addressed to fully solve the cooper- 
ative tracking application domain. To focus our initial efforts in this area, therefore, we are first concentrating on 
the issues of distributed control. However, we do advocate the development of complete systems whose subsys- 
tems are integrated with each other to the fullest extent possible from the beginning of development. Thus, we 



are making temporary approximate solutions to the remaining areas of the cooperative tracking problem (such as 
the physical sensing and tracking of objects) and incorporating them into a complete system fully implemented 
on a mobile robot team. This allows us to study our cooperative control algorithms on the physical robot testbetl 
early in the system development, to reduce the risk of mismatching interface assumptions later in our research. 

An early decision in developing solutions to this type of problem involves consideration of either a centralized 
or a distributed, decentralized approach. For the application domain under consideration here, it seems unrealistic 
to expect that complete global information can be made available in real time for a centralized decision maker 
to control the actions of all robot team members, especially as the the task scales to larger surveillance areas, 
more robots, and more objects to track. Thus, we opted to investigate a distributed, decentralized mechanism 
for cooperative tracking rather than a centralized approach’. Our general approach to distributed cooperative 
control in the tracking problem is to extend the ALLIANCE architecture we have previously deve l~ped~*’~  to this 
additional application domain. We now provide a brief overview of the ALLIANCE architecture and explain why 
this technique needs to be extended before it can address the cooperative tracking domain. We then describe the 
overall design of our behavior-based approach to this problem, followed by a discussion of each subsystem in the 
design. 

4.1 Overview of ALLIANCE 

The ALLIANCE software architecturegJO is a behavior-based, fully distributed architecture that utilizes adap- 
tive action selection to achieve fault tolerant cooperative control in robot missions involving loosely coupled, largely 
independent tasks. Robots under this architecture possess a variety of high-level functions (modeled as behavzor 
sets) that they can perform during a mission, and must at all times select an appropriate action based on the 
requirements of the mission, the activities of other robots, the current environmental conditions, and their own 
internal states. Since cooperative robotic teams often work in dynamic and unpredictable environments, this soft- 
ware architecture allows the team members to respond robustly and reliably to unexpected environmental changes 
and modifications in the robot team that may occur due to mechanical failure, the learning of new skills, or the 
addition or removal of robots from the team by human intervention. This is achieved through the interaction of 
mathematically modeled motivations of behavior, such as impatience and acquiescence, within each individual 
robot. These motivations allow robots to take over tasks from other team members if those team members do not. 
demonstrate their ability - through their effect on the world - to accomplish those tasks. Similarly, it allows a 
robot to give up its own current task if its sensory feedback indicates that adequate progress is not being made to 
accomplish that task. The primary mechanism for achieving adaptive action selection in this architecture is the 
motivational behavior. The output of a motivational behavior is the activation level of its corresponding behavior 
set, represented as a non-negative number. When this activation level exceeds a given threshoid, its corresponding 
behavior set becomes active. 

To enhance the robots’ perceptual abilities, ALLIANCE utilizes a simple form of broadcast communication 
that allows robots to inform other team members of their current activities. Thus, at some pre-specified rate, 
each robot broadcasts a statement of its current action. This one-way broadcast communication could be replaced 
by the use of passive action recognition, if such a capability were provided to the team members. No two-way 
conversations are employed in this architecture. 

Previous limitations of ALLIANCE, however, made it difficult to apply to application domains such as co- 
operative tracking, due to the earlier assumption in ALLIANCE that missions are composed of loosely-coupled, 
largely independent subtasks. This assumption does not hold for the cooperative tracking task, since a robot’s 
selection of object to track is dependent upon the object tracking selection made by the remaining robot team 
members. Since we want the robot team to collectively track as many objects that come through the monitoring 
area as possible and to maintain sensory coverage over as wide an area as possible, an individual robot cannot 

‘In the future, however, we plan to compare our distributed approach to a centralized tedrnique to determine whU& approach 
provides the best nsuits for this application domain. 
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Figure 1 : The behavior-based architecture used in the cooperative tracking approach. This schematic defines the control 
of each individual robot on the team. Refer to the text for details. 

select actions independently of the actions selected by its teammates. Thus, we describe in this paper an extension 
to ALLIANCE that allows the action selection decision to be made as a function of the action selections of A. 
robot's teammates. 

4.2 Behavior-based control for cooperative tracking 

Figure 1 shows the ALLIANCE organization of behaviors for an individual robot team member that is used in 
our cooperative tracking approach. For each object oj that is within tracking range of ri, a motivational behavior 
is spawned within ri to compute the motivation of robot ri to track object o j ,  These behaviors compete with 
each other as described in section 4.4 to result in the distributed selection of an object to track. The identity 
of the object selected to be tracked, given by its (z,y, uelocify) triple, is passed to the track-object behavior set, 
which uses a sensor-based algorithm to track the selected object. This behavior set outputs a control command 
to the independent turret that controls the directional tracking sensor, as well as velocity and steering commands 
to the locomotion effectors (assumed here to be wheels). The commands to the wheels from the track-object 
behavior set are combined (as described in subsection 4.7) with the output of the terrain-coverage behavior 
(which is responsible for ensuring the coverage of as much area in S as possible, as a function of the locations of 
neighboring robots and objects - see subsection 4.6) to result in a commanded movement vector for the robot. 
This commanded movement vector is sent to the wheels unless it is temporarily suppressed by the avoid-obstacles 
behavior, which activates when the robot is dangerously close to some obstacle. The following subsections describe 
the subcomponents of this approach. 



4.3 Inter-robot communication 

In previous work,1*6*11 it has been shown that communication and awareness of robot team member actions 
can significantly improve the quality of a distributed solution for certain task domains. Thus, in the approach 
described in this paper, we supplement a robot’s knowledge of object movements gained from direct sensing with 
position and derived velocity information on object sightings that is communicated by robot team members within 
a given communication range. 

To clarify this idea, figure 2 depicts three ranges that are defined with respect to each robot ri. The innermost, 
range is the sensing range of ri, within which the robot can use a sensor-based tracking algorithm to maintain 
passive contact with an object. The middle range is the predictive tracking range of the robot ri, which defines 
the range in which objects localized by other robots P k  # ri can affect ri’s selection of object to track. The 
outermost range is the communication range of the robot, which defines the extent of the robot’s communicated 
messages. For simplicity, we assume that the sensing, predictive tracking, and communications ranges are the 
same, respectively, for each robot team member. 

When a robot receives a communicated message regarding the location and velocity of a sighted object that. 
is within its predictive tracking range, it begins a predictive tracking of that object’s location. (At present, the 
prediction assumes the object will continue linearly from its current state.) If the communicated information 
indicates that an object is within robot Ti’s predictive tracking range, that information is combined (as described 
in section 4.4) with information on all other objects ri knows about (i.e. within the predictive tracking range) to 
effect its selection of the object to physically track. 

Note that, of course, the accuracy of the tracking of an object oj’s movements is much higher when a robot, 
is physically tracking 0, than when a robot is predictively tracking oj . Thus it is important that each robot also 
communicate to its teammates the location and velocity of the object it is currently physically tracking. To refer 
to this communicated tracking message in the ALLIANCE formalism, we define the function camnr-received <as 
follows: 

1 if robot ri has received a message from robot P k  in the time span 

0 otherwise 
( t l , t ~ ) ,  where 11 < 1 2 ,  which indicates that Tk is tracking object oj cornm-receiued(i, k, j ,  t l ,  22) = 

and the related function comm-received-all is defined as: 

1 if 3k. ( (k  # i )  and (com&received(i, ill j, t l ,  t 2 )  = 1)) 
0 otherwise comm-received-all(i,R, j ,  t 1 , t z )  = 

4.4 Selection of object to track 

Throughout the cooperative tracking mission, each robot team member must decide which object to track 
and where to move to best track that object. Since we are dealing with a potentially large space relative to the 
sensing range of the robots, it is unrealistic to expect that all robots will have complete global information on 
the location and movement of all objects present in S. Thus, the robots make their decisions based upon local 
information within their predictive tracking range. 

As a robot discovers (either through its own sensors or through a communicated message) an object Oj 
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Figure 2: Definition of the sensing range, predictive tracking runge, and comrntrnication range of x robot. Altlioiigli the 
exact range values may change, we assume that the relative ordering of range distances between these tlicee ranges renixiris 
the same. 

within its tracking range, an ALLIANCE motivational behavior is invoked to compute that robots’s motivation to 
physically track o j .  A robot ri’s motivation to track object oj at time t is dependent upon three fackors: 

0 ri’s position and velocity at time t 

e which object (if any) ri is tracking at time t 

0 whether any other robot 7-k # ri is tracking oj at time t 

These factors are combined into the ALLIANCE impatience motivation for ri as follows: 

Let the function tracking(ri,t) return the object oj that ri is physically tracking at time t. We define T as 
a fault-tolerant feature of ALLIANCE, which gives the period of time robot ri allows to pass without receiving 
a communication message from a specific teammate before deciding that that teammate has ceased to function. 
(This allows robot ri to assume a teammate rj  that Pi  has not heard from lately has experienced some failure, 
and is probably no longer tracking the object indicated in its last message.) 

Then we define the impatience motivation as: 

where dist(ri ,  oj , t )  is the distance between ri and oj at time step t ,  and: 

w l  
w2 
w3 

if (tracking(ri,t - 1) = o j )  

if (comm-received-d(i, R, j ,  t - r, t )  = 1) 
if (comm-received-alZ(i, R., j ,  t - I-, t )  = 0) 



Thus, a robot ri’s impatience motivation to track a given object is proportional to its distance from that 
object, weighted by one of three weights, depending upon whether ri has been tracking o j ,  and, if not, whether 
any robot is tracking oj .  The relative values of the weights w l ,  w2,  and w3 will impact the global characteristics 
of the cooperative team, from placing priority on nearby objects to placing priority on the object a robot is 
already physically tracking. We expect that hysteresis is preferred in the system, so that wl will be weighted 
more heavily than the other weights. 

In the original ALLIANCE architecture, the motivation level to select an incomplete task grows over time 
until one of the motivations crosses a threshold, at which time that motivation becomes active and suppresses 
the remaining motivational behaviors corresponding to other tasks. Additionally, a number of factors besides 
impatience fed into the calculation of the motivation to perform a given task. In the tracking application domain 
discussed in the present paper, however, the motivation calculation is much simpler, and is in fact the same 
as the impaiience level described above. We make one other modification for the current application domain 
to eliminate the risk of idle time between object tracking selections, by using a maz operation instead of a 
thresholding operation to select the motivational behavior which gains control. Thus, the impatience levels of 
robot ri to track each object o j  are computed independently, and the object with the highest corresponding 
impatience level is the object selected to be tracked. When this selection is macle, that object’s (t, y, velocity) 
values are passed as input to the track-objcci behavior set. 

4.5 Tracking the selected object 

In the initial phase of research in this problem, which concentrates on the cooperative control issues of 
distributed tracking, we reduce the scope of the problem by using an indoor global positioning system as a 
substitute for vision- or range-sensor-based tracking. Under this approach, each object to be tracked is equipped 
with a global position sensor, and broadcasts its current t, y position via radio to the robots within communication 
range. Each robot team member is also equipped with a positioning sensor, and can we the objects’ broadcast 
information to determine the relative location of nearby objects. 

The track-object behavior set controls the movement of the directional sensor (mounted on an independent 
turret) to maintain passive contact with the object being tracked. It also computes a desired speed and steering 
command to maintain a desired distance from the object being tracked. The speed and steering command is 
combined with the output of the terrain-coverage behavior as described below to derive the resulting commands 
that are output to the wheels. 

In future work, we plan to develop and/or implement vision- or range-sensor-based tracking algorithms to 
reduce or eliminate our dependence upon the global positioning system. 

4.6 Terrain coverage / dispersion 

The secondary goal of the robots in this application is to maintain coverage of as much of the area S _  as 
possible. Of course, if all of the objects are concentrated in a small area of S, then the robots should place a 
higher priority on tracking the objects than on maintaining terrain coverage. The terrakcoverage behavior thus 
performs a combination of dispersion from neighboring robots with attraction toward objects in the area. This 
combination should result in robots concentrating more heavily in areas with more objects, and less in areas with 
fewer objects or with adequate existing robot coverage of the area. 

Using the notation of Mataric,’ we define the dispersion of robot ri due to neighboring robots as: 



where bdisperre equals the desired minimum distance between neighboring robots, pi is the position of robot ri, 
and C(q, bdisperse) is the centroid operator that, given a robot ri and a distance threshold hd‘sparsel returns the 
local centroid of robots in that area. 

Similarly, we define the attraction towards nearby objects as (again, using the notation of Mataric): 

where battract equals the desired maximum distance to nearby objects. 

These values are combined as a weighted sum into a vector which gives the desired direction of movement. of 
Pi from the perspective of the terrain-coverage behavior set. 

4.7 Combination of behavior output 

The vector output from the iracLobjec2 behavior set is combined as a weighted sum with the output from the 
terrain-coverage behavior set to result in the motion command to the robots wheels. The relative weights between 
the object tracking behavior and the terrain coverage behavior provide the opportunity to vary the characteristic 
performance of the collective robot team from coiicentrating primarily on object tracking to concentrating largely 
on terrain coverage. 

5 EXPERIMENTAL TESTBED 

The proposed approach to cooperative distributed tracking described in this paper is currently being imple- 
mented on the team of four Nomadic Technologies robots shown in figure 3. These robots (named Ada,  Gruce, 
Alezandra, and Ediih, whose namesakes were female pioneers in computer science) are wheeled vehicles with tac- 
tile, infrared, ultrasonic, compass, 2D laser sensing, and indoor global positioning systems. In addition, the robots 
are equipped with a voice synthesizer and radio ethernet for inter-robot communication and communication with 
a development workstation. The robots will soon be upgraded to include a simple manipulator which will allow us 
to perform experiments involving a higher degree of robot interaction with the environment. The Nomad robots 
use a shared memory multiprocessor system, with a PC 486 master processor and two 6811 controller processors 
to handle the motor and sensor drivers. The robots are programmed using C. 

A multi-robot simulator provided as part of the development environment from Nomadics allows us to test 
and debug our algorithms prior to executing them on the actual robots. The code generated during the simulation 
is then ported directly to the robots for experimentation in the “real world”. Figure 4 shows this simulator. 

At the time of this writing, we are completing the implementation of the supporting software for inter-robot 
communication, the global positioning system, and the routines for dispersion and attraction. Implementation 
and experimentation are ongoing to test and refine our proposed approach to cooperative distributed tracking. 



Figure 3: The four Nomadic Technologies robots (named Ada, Grace, Alezandm, and Edith) used in our cooperative 
robotics research. 

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

We have proposed a behavior-based approach for cooperative tracking by a team of mobile robots. This 
approach is based upon extensions to the ALLIANCE architecture to allow for execution of tasks in strongly 
cooperative application domains. Empirical investigations of our proposed cooperative control approach are 
ongoing on both the simulated robots and the physical robot team. As we fine-tune the distributed control 
approach, we will be addressing additional issues of the cooperative tracking problem, such as the development 
and/or implementation of a physical object tracking algorithm used by individual robots and multi-sensor fusion, 
seeking to reduce or eliminate the dependence of our support routines on a global positioning sensor. 

As stated earlier, a primary goal in our cooperative robotics research is to develop methodologies that are 
generally applicable to given application domains, rather than addressing cooperative robot missions on a case- 
by-case basis. Thus, we plan to use our distributed tracking results to attempt to extend our methodologies to 
the broader class of generalized cooperative coverage problems, where generalized cooperaiive coverage is defined 
as having some spatial region(s) of interest addressed by the appropriate robots on the team. Examples of 
generalized coverage problems include planetary exploration, search and rescue missions, some types of cooperative 
manipulation, and, of course, distributed tracking and surveillance. We expect that our approach will readily 
extend to this wider application domain, and intend to study these areas in the future. 
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